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Literature & Resources

• Part on quantum mechanical scattering: Some pictures & formulas taken 
from 

• Helmut Haberzettl, “Quantum Mechanics with Introduction to Quantum Field 
Theory”, Lecture Notes, to be published; indicated as [HZ] (helmut@gwu.edu)

• Example codes in Mathematica, partially coming from lectures at GW on 
computational physics:

• Dropbox 
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/7h9bxxcvu124z2x/AAAiL2S5ISj8yVGYGiKejFxSa?
dl=0

• Several slides borrowed from Maxim Mai [MM] and Deborah Rönchen [DR]

• References are hyperlinks; usually, only reviews with didactic components 
are cited (this is a lecture, not a review)

• What this lecture is 
• highlight of interesting aspects of arguable relevance with some useful links
• ….and what it isn’t (systematic & self-contained)
• But, still, with some explicit derivations and in-depth examples & connections
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https://www.dropbox.com/sh/7h9bxxcvu124z2x/AAAiL2S5ISj8yVGYGiKejFxSa?dl=0


Your Input

• Transmutation mechanisms between different types of states: bound, 
resonance, virtual, scattering.

• QM scattering in spherical well & animation; how to solve the Lippman-Schwinger 
equation; application to light scalar resonances

• How can one decide that a rather strong and narrow bump in a perturbation 
induced cross section (by photon or electron) is a resonance of the target ?

• This entails two aspects: Significance of resonance signals and what else could cause 
bumps? 

• Statistical aspects of resonances, Complex branch points, Triangle singularities     ,…

• EFT with resonance fields [Habashi et al., 2012.14995] [Habashi et al., 2007.07360] (   )

• The future of experimental programs.( Discussion )

• Physical interpretation whenever it is possible. (      but not focused on models)

• I am specially interested in few-body resonant states with more than two 
constituents (      )
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https://arxiv.org/abs/2012.14995
https://arxiv.org/abs/2007.07360


Content

1. Scattering basics: 
1. Scattering theory basics & application to spherical well

2. Resonances as poles: Analytic continuation (2-body), crossing, causality

3. Mathematica animation & example code  (bound state vs. resonances) 

4. Extension to light scalar resonance

2. Phenomenology of resonances: 
1. Spectrum of excited baryons from experiment

2. Statistical aspects: Model selection and other techniques

3. Few-body resonances and their decays from lattice QCD
1. Three-body unitarity

2. Analytic continuation for three-body amplitudes

3. The finite-volume problem and recent progress
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Interesting light hadrons

First excited baryon 
discovered
Standard Breit-Wigner 
(BW) resonance [Crede]

Two pole structure
complicated 
production [Mai]

Enigmatic; absent in many
Lattice QCD and quark 
model calculations; non-BW
[Burkert]

Debated whether 
resonance or not, 
intricate connection 
to chiral dynamics; 
non-BW [Pelaez]

Resonance close  to 
threshold: molecule?
Flatté-like, non-BW
[Baru]

C, B resonances (no time)

Clean production; 
three-body dynamics

Isovector exotic
(COMPASS/ GlueX,...)
[Meyer]
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Nearby, overlapping 
resonances with same 
quantum numbers

Recently discovered 
in large experimental 
baryon searches for
“missing resonance”

https://inspirehep.net/literature/1221750
https://arxiv.org/abs/2010.00056
https://inspirehep.net/literature/1629169
https://inspirehep.net/literature/1395982
https://inspirehep.net/literature/625798
https://inspirehep.net/literature/1346414


Resonances or not?
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1.1. QM Scattering: Baseline

• Radiation condition:

• Scattering amplitude & partial-wave (PW) expansion:

• Lippmann-Schwinger equation (LSE)

• PW-projected LSE

• Solve, e.g.,  by contour deformation
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How to solve the LSE

• Example code in Mathematica: Implementation of Haftl-Tabakin
scheme [Haftl]

•
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[DR]

https://inspirehep.net/literature/1103857


How to solve the LSE (2)
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[DR]



How to solve the LSE (3)

• On-shell  on-shell for physical amplitude

•
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CompPhys-project

• Spherical well with LSE compared to analytic solution

• “LSE_for_Spherical_Well.nb”
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Complex 
momentum contour

Two-body singularity

“Improved Born”



Spherical well

Potential in radial 
coordinates:

Matching

Sph. Bessel-f.

v. Neumann-f.Wave
number

Scattering phase shifts (E>0)

Bound state energies (E<0)   [note: a=R]

[HZ]
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• Small energies

• Expansion around the pole:

• Or:

• For t-matrix and cross section:

Breit-Wigner Resonances
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[HZ]



BW resonances and Ramsauer-Townsend 

S-wave, low energy:

Unitarity bound

[HZ]
[HZ]
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Typical Breit-Wigner resonances
ρ-meson 
photoproduction

Δ-baryon 
photoproduction
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Deficiencies of Breit-Wigner

• Breit-Wigner resonances are an idealized case

• No background (see Laurent expansion previous slide)

• Reaction dependent: Shape changes in different channels

• No energy-energy dependent width in simplest BW form. Width MUST be 
energy dependent even for S-wave (unitarity)

• Adding Breit-Wigner resonances violates unitarity

• Close-by threshold have an influence (Generalization: Flatté)

• Coupled-channel environment respected

• Unitarity respected (as long as no other background is added ;)

• Example of “analytic continuation”:      is complex below          threshold!

[Lesniak]
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https://arxiv.org/pdf/0804.3479.pdf


Background

• Refers to non-resonant contributions to scattering amplitude (= 
physical effects), not experimental background

• Sometimes resonances and background are added at the level of cross 
sections, but, of course, they add at level of amplitudes (interference)

• Resonances are by no means bumps in cross sections:

[HZ]
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1.2 Hadronic resonances as poles

• Defining resonances as poles in amplitudes at complex energies 
resolves all mentioned problems

• Real part of pole position          Mass

• 2x Imaginary part of pole position Width

• Pole residue Branching ratio into different channels because 
amplitudes factorize at poles

• Next goal: What is this? 
• Red: Real thresholds

• Blue: sub-channel thres.

• Why is Roper double?

• What happens below

threshold? 
Roper
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Analytic continuation (2B)
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Inverse Amplitude Method [Dobado]

“Adiabatic” contour deformation 
(remember for 3-body case later!)

https://inspirehep.net/literature/418071


• Pole positions of wide resonances might be distorted if “left-hand 
cut” is not taken properly into account (and: analyticity in s, not      )

• Build in crossing symmetry manifestly through Roy-(like equations)

Right-hand and left-hand cuts
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[Figure: J. R. Peláez]

[Peláez]

s 

u 


Advantage:        scattering 
in u-channel is still   

: [Hoferichter]

https://arxiv.org/abs/1510.00653
https://inspirehep.net/literature/1399197


Roy(-like) equations
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[Figure & formulas: 
J. R. Peláez]

Subtraction

Roy-Eq.:

Crossing relations:

[Gribov]

Unphysical
region

Only physical
Region!

Coupled partial waves

Partial-wave
expansion

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1510.00653.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1510.00653.pdf
https://www.doi.org/10.1017/CBO9780511534942


Causality and analyticity (1)
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[Gribov]

• 4-point Green function

• D(y-x) : free particle propagation
rem

ote past

distant future

https://www.doi.org/10.1017/CBO9780511534942


Causality and analyticity (2)

[Gribov]

● As            , pole at

● while for final state  

● Truncates amplitude f gets multiplied by product of wave functions.

https://www.doi.org/10.1017/CBO9780511534942


Causality and analyticity (3): 
Amplitude in momentum space

[Gribov]

• Fourier transform of f :

• Make it simple:
• Forward scattering

• Solve some integrals → only dependence on relative positions, here                      
chosen:

• Forward scattering → Only dependence on one variable

https://www.doi.org/10.1017/CBO9780511534942


Causality and analyticity (4): 

[Gribov]

● The amplitude is proportional to the absorption of a particle in      and 
creation in       (and reversely for anti-particle):

● Consider now a space-like interval

● The operators                       have to commute; otherwise, a person at       
could tell what was measured at       → Causality!

● Then:

● Insert one in the last term:    

(compare to the time evolution operator U in QM which is a time-ordered product;
the S-matrix is actually a time-evolution operator)

https://www.doi.org/10.1017/CBO9780511534942


Causality and analyticity (5)
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Causality and analyticity (6)
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Conclusion: Causality ensures that there are no resonance poles 
in the upper energy half-plane (1st Riemann sheet)



1.2 from resonances to bound state

A computational physics exercise:
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Reminder:

Potential in radial 
coordinates:

Matching

Sph. Bessel-f.

v. Neumann-f.Wave
number

Scattering phase shifts (E>0)

Bound state energies (E<0)   [note: a=R]

[HZ]
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QMII

QMI



1.3. Resonances and bound states
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Trajectory_Vo





1.3. From resonances to bound states

Levinson’s 
theorem

[Hanhart et al., 0801.2871]33

[Braaten]

https://arxiv.org/abs/0801.2871
https://inspirehep.net/literature/662213


Feshbach resonances
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[Braaten]

Scattering 
Length

Infinity cycles

Mechanisms to generate large scattering length

Feshbach resonance: 
bound state in a 
weakly-coupled, 
closed channel

Shape 
resonance

Magnetic field 

Sc
at

te
ri

ng
 le

ng
th

 

https://inspirehep.net/literature/662213


Momentum vs. energy plane

One Riemann sheet Two Riemann sheets

[HZ]
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(Preparation for next slide)



1.4 Chiral trajectories of light mesons

• Quark-mass dependence as predicted from “Inverse amplitude 
method” with one-loop ChPT [Hanhart et al., 0801.2871]

• Axes: 
• Resonances  Virtual 

state  bound state
• But rho-resonance: 

rather featureless 
conversion to bound 
state

• Wide scalar mesons are 
not at all conventional 
Breit-Wigner 
resonances

• Prominent molecular 
component 
[Morgan/Pennington] 
[Baru] [Guo]
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https://arxiv.org/abs/0801.2871
https://journals.aps.org/prd/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevD.48.1185
https://inspirehep.net/literature/625798
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1705.00141.pdf


Chiral trajectories in lattice QCD

• A lattice calculation at Mπ=227 MeV and 315 MeV [GWQCD, 1803.02897]

• σ becomes a (virtual) bound state @ Mπ = (345) 415 MeV

-
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https://inspirehep.net/literature/1659102


2. Phenomenology of resonances
2.1 Spectrum of excited baryons
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Groups
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Photoproduction experiments
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(Jlab, Mami, Elsa, GRAAL,…)

Degrees of freedom
• Energy
• Scattering angle
• Polarizations 



Typical data situation
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Reaction type

Data from
different
experiments

Models from different
analysis groups
(GW-based and others)

Excluded regions

large variations
~ 2 orders of magnitude

Reaction type

Observable:
Differential cross section



*
s d

u
s

u
+

u d

u
or/and

QCD at low energies → mass generation & confinement

Non-perturbative dynamics → rich spectrum of excited states

How many are there? → missing resonance problem)

What are they? → 2-quark/3-quark, hadron molecules, …

Faddeev Eq. / DSE (Binosi, Cloet, Chang, Roberts)

Hadronic molecule [Mai]

https://arxiv.org/abs/2010.00056


Manifestly gauge invariant approach based on full BSE solution
[Ruic, M. Mai, U.-G. Meissner   PLB 704 (2011)]

Using ONLY meson-baryon degrees of freedom (no explicit quark dynamics):

→ Making the “Missing resonance problem” worse ?!



Results in dynamical quark picture
[parts of slide courtesy of G. Eichmann, Few Body 2018]

Poincaré-covariant analysis of heavy-quark baryons, Qin, Roberts, Schmidt, PRD (2018)
Spectrum of light- and heavy-baryons, Qin, Roberts, Schmidt, Few Body Syst. 60 (2019)



Electroproduction reveals resonance structure

Proton-Roper Transition [Burkert]
[Mai]

https://inspirehep.net/literature/1629169
https://inspirehep.net/literature/1858400


JBW DCC approach (Jülich-Bonn-Washington)



JBW DCC approach (Jülich-Bonn-Washington)



JBW DCC approach (Jülich-Bonn-Washington)
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Resonance Couplings

1

[D. Roenchen, M. D., U.-G. Meißner, EPJ A 54, 110 (2018)



Ambiguities & complete experiment
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• Does the measurement of a set of observables allow to determine the 
partial-wave amplitudes (up to one global undetermined phase)? 

• No:

• Assume experimental cross section is well described by A, B, C, where

• Sign ambiguity: (*) does not change if signs of both            are changed.

• Generalization to systems with spin (usually, photoproduction):
• “Complete experiment” (up to a global, energy-dependent phase)
• “Complete truncated-partial-wave experiment”

(*)



2.2 One statistical aspect
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• How many resonances does one need to describe a given data set?

• Search for a “minimal set” (Occam’s razor)

• Too many hypothesis to test in fits (all combinations of all condidates)

• Automatized methodsModel selection techniques
• “Least absolute shrinkage and selection operator” (LASSO) creates a whole 

family of models automatically from smaller to larger complexity

• Additional criteria help to select the minimal model (usually weighing the chi-
square against degrees of freedom)

[Landay]

https://inspirehep.net/literature/1696458


LASSO
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Information theory criteria
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Synthetic data results
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3. Three-body systems
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π

π

π

π
ρ

π

π

π

π

σ

a1(1260)

π

π

N

σ

ππ

N

N*(1440)1/2-

• Important channel in GlueX @ Jlab: hybrids and 
exotics

• Finite volume spectrum from lattice QCD:
Lang (2014), Woss [HadronSpectrum] (2018)
Hörz (2019), Culver (2020), Fischer (2020), 
Hansen (2020),...

• Roper resonance is debated for ~50 years in

experiment. Can only be seen in PWA.

• 1st calculation w. meson-baryon operators on

the lattice:  Lang et al. (2017)

FSI

π
π
π

π
π
π

Light mesons

Light baryons



delta function sets all intermediate
particles on-shell

3.1 Three-body unitarity with isobars * [Mai]

* “Isobar” stands for two-body sub-amplitude which can be resonant or 
not; can be matched to CHPT expansion to one loop if desired. Isobars 
are re-parametrization of full 2-body amplitude [Bedaque] [Hammer] 

https://inspirehep.net/literature/1606089
https://inspirehep.net/literature/504210
https://inspirehep.net/literature/1609072


General Ansatz for the isobar-spectator interaction
→ B & τ are new unknown functions

Three-body unitarity



Bethe-Salpeter equation

Three-body unitarity



General connected-disconnected structure

Three-body unitarity



†

Three-body unitarity



†

Three-body unitarity



†

8 topologies

Three-body unitarity



Three-body unitarity



3 → 3 scattering amplitude is a 3-dimensional integral equation

Imaginary parts of B, S are fixed by unitarity/matching

• un-subtracted dispersion relation

• one-π exchange in TOPT → RESULT, NOT INPUT !

• One can map to field theory but does not have to. Result is a-priori dispersive.

Scattering amplitude  (1)



Scattering amplitude II

Here: Version in which isobar rewritten in on-shell 2 → 2 scattering amplitude

(S-wave)

Scattering amplitude (2)



3.2 Analytic cont. 3B (1)
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SingularitiesSEC

• Two contours (SMC and SEC)
• Deform both “adiabatically” to go to complex s
• Set of rules: 

• Contours cannot intersect with each others
• Contours cannot intersect with (3-body) cuts

• Passing singularities left or right determines sheet

SMC



Analytic continuation 3B (2)

• Three-body cuts
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• Complex branch points

Integration 
limits at 
poles 
induce 
branch 
points



Analytic continuation 3B (3)
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• Real and complex branch points
• Poles appear doubled due to new 

Riemann sheets due to (complex) 
thresholds

• Circular cut (CC) and short 
(nucleon) cut (SNC) exist only in 
partial waves

• Complex branch points can mimic 
resonances (       ) Baryons

Meson example

[Ceci]

Roper

https://inspirehep.net/literature/896779


Light unflavored mesons
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We concentrate on this resonance!
(because 3-body)

Huge body of work on 2-body 
coupled channel resonances from 
Lattice QCD (HadSpec collaboration, 
BGR group, Bonn group, …) [Briceno]

https://inspirehep.net/literature/1606083


Exotic quantum numbers

• A       pair cannot form all possible               [Meyer]

• Finding a meson with exotic quantum numbers reveals explicit gluon 
dynamics at low energies (exp. programs @ COMPASS, GlueX,…)

• Exp. evidence for rather solid [PDG]  

• Which are the allowed forbidden quantum numbers/naming?

• How can we determine these quantum numbers?

Allowed Some exotics (                           )

[Meyer]
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https://arxiv.org/pdf/1004.5516.pdf
https://pdg.lbl.gov/2018/listings/rpp2018-list-pi1-1600.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1004.5516.pdf


3.3 Scattering on a lattice
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3.1 Two-body scattering & Lüscher equation
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Periodic boundaries and discretization
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The Lüscher equation
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2-body resonances in a box
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An analogy for avoided level crossing
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Three-body quantization condition

[Review Mai et al.]
77

https://inspirehep.net/literature/1849284


Extraction of a1(1260) from lQCD

• First-ever three-body resonance from 1st principles (with explicit 
three-body dynamics).
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[Mai/GWQCD]

[MM]

https://inspirehep.net/literature/1879418


Extraction of a1(1260) from lQCD
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[Mai/GWQCD]

[Sadasivan]

lQCD
poles

[MM]

Review 2B-lattice:
[Briceno]
Reviews 3B-lattice:
[Hansen] [Mai]

“Branching ratios” in 3B 
decays are momentum –
dependent, complex  
pole residues

https://inspirehep.net/literature/1879418
https://inspirehep.net/literature/1782971
https://inspirehep.net/literature/1606083
https://inspirehep.net/literature/1711970
https://inspirehep.net/literature/1849284


Summary

• Resonances are not necessarily bumps in cross sections

• Bumps in cross sections are not necessarily resonances
• Threshold cusps; complex branch points; triangle singularities, statistical

fluctuations

• Quark models and some recent lQCD calculations predict more
resonances than found in experiment 

• Large-scale experimental effort at JLab, Elsa, Mami,… together with 
pheno-analyses found convincing signals of many new states

• Future: Ongoing efforts; new experiments (BGO-OD); electromagnetic 
properties through electroproduction reactions (Jlab 12-GeV upgrade)

• Lattice QCD progress in determining phase shifts, coupled-
channels amplitudes, three-body non-resonant and resonant 
systems
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